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Abstract. Digital still color cameras sample the visible spectrum
using an array of color filters overlaid on a CCD, such that each
pixel samples only one color band. The resulting mosaic of color
samples is processed to produce a high-resolution color image,
such that a value of a color band not sampled at a certain location is
estimated from its neighbors. This is often referred to as ‘‘demosa-
icking.’’ The human retina has a similar structure, although the dis-
tribution of cones is not as regular. Motivated by the human visual
system, we propose an adaptive demosaicking technique in the
framework of bilateral filtering. This approach provides us with a
means to denoise, sharpen, and demosaic the image simulta-
neously. The proposed method, along with a variety of existing
demosaicking strategies, are run on synthetic images and real-world
images for comparative purposes. A recently proposed image com-
parison measure geared specifically toward demosaicking has also
been applied to these images to provide a performance measure.
© 2003 SPIE and IS&T. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1606459]

1 Introduction

Commercially available digital still color cameras~DSC!
are based on a single CCD array and capture color in
mation by using color filters, each pixel capturing only o
sample of the color spectrum. It has been more than
years since the invention patented by Bayer on the c
filter array ~CFA!—by far the most popular color filter ar
ray tessellation.1 As an illustration, we have shown in Fig.
~adapted from Ref. 2!, the Bayer CFA and a rendering o
the cones in the human retina. Unlike the human retina,
CFA has a regular tessellation of color filters. Howev
both systems need to perform similar tasks with regard
generating a full color composite of the scene. We nee
bear in mind though that the density and arrangement of
cones in the retina is not the same for all individuals—
nervous system, however, does a remarkable job of le
ing how to generate a full color image from such a patte

Other implementations of a color-sampling grid ha
been incorporated in commercial cameras, most using
principle that the luminance channel~green! needs to be
sampled at a higher rate than the chrominance chan
~red and blue!. In the Bayer array, at each pixel locatio
only one spectral band is sampled. The mosaic of co
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samples thus generated needs to be populated with in
mation from all the color planes to obtain a full-resolutio
color image. This process is often referred to as demo
icking. We have the following image formation model

g~m,n!5B$H^ f ~m,n,o!1N%, o51,2,3, ~1!

whereg(.) is the mosaicked image formed,B is a Bayer
subsampling operator,H is a blur operator,̂ represents
the spatial convolution operator,f (.) is the original image
~with multiple channels indexed byo!, andN is represen-
tative of additive white noise. It is assumed that the nois
not channel dependent, and the blur is the same for all
channels under consideration. The demosaicking a
rithms attempt at invertingB. In essence, demosaicking is
type of interpolation, but attempts at minimizing the ar
facts that may result from conventional interpolation tec
niques.

It is a similar situation in the human eye, where a host
complex neurons~including retinal processing in the gan
glia, bipolar, and amacrine cells! within and outside the
eye, help undo this mosaic to create a full color ima
Interestingly though, it took scientists many years befo
theories that were relatively well established in the realm
color science and vision were applied to demosaicking
ages obtained from CFAs.

In this document, we pose the problem of demosaick
as a bilateral filtering process to highlight its striking sim
larity to the retinal and postretinal processing in the hum
visual system~HVS!. Bilateral filtering smoothes image
while preserving edges, by means of nonlinear combi
tions of neighboring image pixel values.3 A bilateral filter
can enforce similarity measures such as squared
CIELAB errors between neighbors while performing th
standard filtering operation.4 There are few demosaickin
algorithms in the open literature, the popular ones being
one proposed by Kimmel5 and another by Gunturk, Altun
basak, and Mersereau.6 The algorithm presented here
adaptive ~the demosaicking kernel varies based on
strength of the edge at a given location! in its interpolation
mechanism. We use a recently proposed7 image comparison
measure as a basis for comparing the performance of
proposed algorithm with popularly available techniques

-
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Ramanath and Snyder
In Sec. 2, we highlight some of the important achiev
ments in the field of color science and their impact on o
understanding of the human visual system. Section 3 p
these discoveries in the perspective of demosaicking
Sec. 4 we introduce bilateral filtering. There is a wide v
riety of kernels that may be used in such a filter, some
which are presented in Sec. 5. In Sec. 6 we consider
important properties of bilateral filters that are idea
suited for the purpose of demosaicking. Section 7 pres
modifications to the bilateral filtering process for the pu
pose of demosaicking. Results are presented in Sec. 8,
formance measures in Sec. 9, and conclusions in Sec
Parts of the work described here have been presente
recent conferences.7,8

2 Human Visual System

Young ~in 1802! and von Helmholtz~in 1852! proposed the
trichromacy theories of color, stating that human color e
periences can be explained with three stimuli. Empirica
this theory stated that all colors in the visible spectrum m
be matched by appropriate mixtures of three primary c
ors. This theory, although still valid, could not explain, f
example, after-images. This later led to Hering~in 1874!
proposing the opponent color theory, which still has
strong following in the research community. Hering bas
his work on the fact that certain colors appear to be link
together, introducing another level of computation in t
HVS, the bipolar and ganglion cells. Color is perceived d
to the relative activity of three kinds of opponents, re
green, yellow-blue, and black-white. This theory took co
processing to a higher level to subsequent neural compu
of signals.

It was not until Land’s simple yet potent demonstrati
in 1961 with Mondrian patches that the theory, which
now popularly known as the retinex theory, became ma
stay in explaining how we perceive colors.9 The idea being
that although there may be no spatial relationship betw
colors in the real world, our perception of these colors
dependent on how they are processed in the visual corte
the brain. There is a spatial relationship between sign
and the corresponding perception. Demosaicking te
niques take advantage of this idea.

Receptive fields map the many millions of sensors in
eye onto about one million optic nerve fibers. In oth
words, they perform some sort of spatial encoding of s
nals. The idea of the receptive field was first brought fo
by Hartline using extraordinarily simple technology in th
1930s.10 Granit performed the first microelectrode-bas
recording of signals from the ganglion cells in the retina11

Fig. 1 Comparison of (a) Bayer color filter array and (b) the distri-
bution of cones in the human retina.
634 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / October 2003 / Vol. 12(4)
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Their work led them both to a Nobel prize in physiolog
and medicine in 1967. The ganglion cells of primate ret
have center-surround receptive fields. In other words,
center of the receptive field is excitatory while the surrou
is inhibitory. This inherently has the concept of a spat
derivative built in. Directionally selective retinal ganglio
cells respond to stimuli moving in a preferred direction a
are inhibited by stimuli moving in the opposite or if th
stimulus is kept stationary, clearly demonstrating that c
tain orientations may be preferred for ganglion cells th
are oriented in a certain way.12

After low-level retinal processing, the signals are pr
cessed by an even more sophisticated system in the v
cortex of the brain that has both color opponency and
rectional sensitivity. Hubel and Weisel’s seminal expe
mental work in the 1960s led to a conclusive demonstrat
that primates respond selectively to edges at cer
orientations.13 This idea brings about the spatially oppone
property of the primate vision system, combining the co
cept of receptive fields and the spatial relationship of nei
boring cells in the visual cortex.

In 1985, Mullen found conclusive evidence proving th
the HVS is more sensitive to luminance changes th
chrominance changes.14 He observed that a chromatic sp
tial grating yields a low-pass transfer function, while a l
minance spatial grating yields a bandpass transfer func
for the human observer, implying that we see luminan
changes better than chrominance changes. This idea is
ploited in the Bayer CFA and many image compress
techniques, where the luminance channel is sampled
much higher rate than the chrominance channels.

3 Comparison with Demosaicking

There is a variety of methods available to perform dem
saicking, the simplest being linear interpolation. Linear
terpolation obtains a linear estimate of the missing sign
from the pixel neighbors. This, however, does not maint
edge information well. More sophisticated methods p
form this interpolation by attempting to maintain edg
detail5,15–18or limit hue transitions.19 A comparative study
of these algorithms has been performed in Refs. 20 and

The following are properties of the HVS that are ofte
used in performing demosaicking:

• three~or more! types of sensors

• color opponency~red versus green and yellow versu
blue!

• center surround receptive fields

• reduced sensitivity to chrominance edges when co
pared to luminance

• increased sensitivity to vertical and horizontal orien
tions.

The Bayer array may be formulated using a multiplic
of colors in different phase arrangements and color filte
Although it is easy to conceptualize of a typical RG-G
arrangement, the color filters could be designed to be
cyan, green, yellow, and white~CGYW! arrangement also
It is to be noted, though, that the colors span a large s
space of the space of visible colors. The idea of oppone
is used in some of the popular methods15,19 in a very rudi-



Adaptive demosaicking
Fig. 2 Bilateral filtering: (a) original image, (b) image corrupted by Gaussian noise, (c) 737 blur
kernel, (d) 737 similarity kernel at row518, col518, (e) 737 bilateral filter kernel and (f) resulting
image (denoised and sharpened).
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mentary form, where the green channel is considered to
representative of the luminance channel and the remai
sensor types define the other two axes of the 3-D co
space~redness-greenness and blueness-yellowness!.

Essentially, it is desired to interpolate along edges rat
than across them as our visual system is highly edge se
tive. The interpolation performed during demosaicking
done by selective weighting of the pixels~as is done in a
receptive field situation with spatial opponency!. Bilateral
filtering provides a framework in which such a computati
may be performed by selectively weighting pixels based
their locations in an image.

4 Bilateral Filtering

Bilateral filtering smoothes images while preserving ed
by means of nonlinear combinations of neighboring ima
pixel values. A bilateral filter can enforce similarity me
sures~such as squared error or error in the CIELAB spa!
between neighbors while performing typical filtering ope
tions.

In a discrete representation, classical spatial domain
tering is represented as a convolution operation as

g~m,n!5 (
k52L1

L1

(
l 52L2

L2

go~m2k,n2 l !h~k,l !, ~2!

where go(.) is the original image,h(.) the convolution
kernel, g(.) the resulting image, andL1 and L2 are inte-
gers. For a lossless system, we have

(
k52L1

L1

(
l 52L2

L2

h~k,l !51. ~3!

The convolution kernelh(k,l ) can be a function of the
geometric distance between the pixel at (m,n) and its
neighbors. For example, a Gaussian blur function~low-pass
filter! with zero mean and spreadsh

2 written as
e
g
r

r
i-

-

h~k,l !5h~r !5
1

A2psh

expS 2
r 2

2sh
2D , ~4!

where

r 25k21 l 2, ~5!

wherer is a floating point number. Similarly, we may de
fine a space-variant kernel, such that the value of the ke
elements is a function of the similarity between the vario
pixels in the neighborhood. We may construct a kern
such that

s~m,n,k,l !5Q@go~m,n!,go~k,l !#, k,l P:~m,n!, ~6!

where :(m,n) represents the neighborhood of the ima
pixel location indexed by (m,n). The choice of the func-
tion Q ~similarity kernel! is application-dependent. On
such choice for a similarity kernel is

Q@go~m,n!,go~k,l !#

5
1

A2pss

expH 2
DE2@go~m,n!,go~k,l !#

2ss
2 J , ~7!

where DE is a similarity measure described in the ne
section. Combining the two kernelsh(.) ands(.), one may
devise a kernel that is an element-by-element produc
h(.) ands(.), i.e., we obtain the bilateral filter kernel give
by

b~m,n,k,l !5h~k,l !s~m,n,k,l !. ~8!

Using b(.) from Eq. ~8! in Eq. ~2! we have
Fig. 3 Bilateral filtering: (a) original image, (b) image corrupted by Gaussian noise, (c) 737 blur
kernel, (d) 737 similarity kernel at row518, col518, (e) 737 bilateral filter kernel, and (f) resulting
image (denoised and sharpened).
Journal of Electronic Imaging / October 2003 / Vol. 12(4) / 635



Ramanath and Snyder
Fig. 4 Bilateral filtering using the DEab* metric: (a) original image, (b) image corrupted by Gaussian
noise, (c) blur kernel, (d) similarity kernel at row550, col551, (e) combined kernel, and (f) resulting
image.

Fig. 5 Bilateral filtering using the DEab* metric: (a) original image, (b) image corrupted by Gaussian
noise, (c) blur kernel, (d) similarity kernel at row550, col551, (e) combined kernel, and (f) resulting
image.

Fig. 11 Original images used in this experiment: (a) Test Image1 , (b) Crayon image, (c) Hibiscus
image, (d) region of interest (ROI) in the Crayon image, and (e) ROI in the Hibiscus image.

Fig. 12 Results using Test Image1 with SNR of 30 dB: (a) linear, (b) Cok, (c) Freeman, (d) Bilateral1
with ss50.5, (e) Bilateral2 with ss50.5, and (f) Bilateral3 with ss520.
636 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / October 2003 / Vol. 12(4)
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Fig. 13 Results using Crayon image with SNR of 30 dB: (a) linear, (b) Cok, (c) Freeman, (d) Bilateral1
with ss50.5, (e) Bilateral2 with ss50.5, and (f) Bilateral3 with ss520.

Fig. 14 Results using Hibiscus image with SNR of 30 dB: (a) linear, (b) Cok, (c) Freeman, (d)
Bilateral1 with ss50.5, (e) Bilateral2 with ss50.5, and (f) Bilateral3 with ss520.
Journal of Electronic Imaging / October 2003 / Vol. 12(4) / 637
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Ramanath and Snyder
g~m,n!5 (
k52L1

L1

(
l 52L2

L2

go~m2k,n2 l !h~k,l !s~m,n,k,l !,

~9!

where the product ofh(k,l ) ands(m,n,k,l ) is normalized
to satisfy

(
k52L1

L1

(
l 52L2

L2

h~k,l !s~m,n,k,l !51. ~10!

5 Various Kernel Combinations

We may choose any kernel for either of the two operatio
Let us chooseh(k,l ) as a Gaussian blur function with zer
mean and spreadsh

2, ands(m,n,k,l ) as a Gaussian penalt
function ~similarity kernel! with zero mean and spreadss

2.
For grayscale images,DE may be chosen to be a functio
of the squared difference~SD! between pixel values.

DE1
2@go~m,n!,go~k,l !#5@go~m,n!2go~k,l !#2. ~11!

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the performance of a 737 bilat-
eral filter generated by usingh(.) as a Gaussian kernel wit
zero mean andsh52, ands(.) as a similarity kernel with
ss51/20. Figures 2~a! and 3~a! show the original images
~of size 50350!, while Figs. 2~b! and 3~b! show the images
corrupted by additive Gaussian noise. Figures 2~c! through
2~e! and 3~c! through 3~e! show the 737 blur kernelh(.),
the similarity kernels(.), and theresulting bilateral filter
kernelb(.) at pixel location~25,25!, respectively. The im-
age resulting from bilateral filtering is shown in Figs. 2~f!
and 3~f! for each case.

For color images, we may use Euclidean distances in
RGB color space, which are known to be relatively po
estimates for color differences that are viewed by a hum
observer. The pixel values may also be transformed to
CIELAB color space andDE defined by

DE2
2@go~m,n!,go~k,l !#5@goL

~m,n!2goL
~k,l !#2

1@goa
~m,n!2goa

~k,l !#2

1@gob
~m,n!2gob

~k,l !#2, ~12!

where subscriptsL, a, andb correspond respectively to th
CIELAB L* , a* , andb* values of the two colors.

To use differences that correspond to perceived dif
ences, we useDE to be theDEab* error, the weighted Eu-
clidean distance between colors in the CIELAB color spa
~relatively perceptually uniform!. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate
this for a bilateral filter of size 333.

6 Properties of the Bilateral Filter

Based on the experiments presented, let us look at the p
erties of the bilateral filter, denoted byb(m,n,k,l ).

• b(m,n,k,l ) may be defined for all edge orientation
This is becauseh(k,l ) has circular symmetry, while
s(m,n) adapts to edge orientation~as is shown in
Figs. 2 and 3!.
638 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / October 2003 / Vol. 12(4)
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• If h(k,l ) is a blur function ands(m,n,k,l ) is as given
in Eq. ~7! we perform smoothing~denoising! as well
as sharpening.h(k,l ) smoothes out noise, while
s(m,n,k,l ) restricts smoothing across edges.

Both these properties are highly desirable for demosa
ing. Current implementations of demosaicking metho
used a fixed structure for interpolation, optimized for ho
zontal and vertical edge orientations only~clearly, this is
driven by the compelling need for economical implemen
tion in hardware!. The suggested formulation circumven
that limitation. Unlike linear interpolation, such a techniq
would not perform low-pass operations across edges eit
Moreover, the existing demosaicking techniques do not
plicitly perform any denoising. Using the bilateral filterin
scenario, denoising is performed implicitly.

7 Modifications for Demosaicking

The edge-sensitive filter kernels shown in Figs. 2~e! and
3~e! demonstrate a possibly useful extension to visua
the process of demosaicking. In a mosaicked image, the
channel~and similarly the blue! and the green channel ma
be visualized as shown in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, respectively.
The pixel locations with no entry may be regarded as z
valued. The algorithm presented here may be best
plained with the help of an example. To estimate the gre
channel at the locations where green measurements
not made, one may adopt one of the following strategi
perform interpolation to estimate the missing samples;
perform edge-based interpolation to estimate the miss
samples~most demosaicking algorithms use this strateg!;
or perform interpolation~linear, for simplicity! to estimate
the bilateral filter kernel at each location and perform t
proposed adaptive interpolation to estimate the miss
samples.

Unlike the first strategy, the second and third make u
of the edge information and may be expected to give be

Fig. 6 Bayer array: (a) red channel and (b) green channel.
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Adaptive demosaicking
results. We use the third approach in this work. L
f̂ (m,n,l ) ( l 51, 2, or 3, for the red, green, and blu
channels—the resulting image is trivariate—RGB! be the
desired estimated result, andg(m,n) be the input image
from the Bayer color array. Using the indexing shown
Fig. 6~b!, for the green channel denoted byf̂ (m,n,2), we
have

f̂ ~m,n,2!5 f̂ ~modd,neven,2!1 f̂ ~meven,nodd,2!

1 f̂ ~modd,nodd,2!1 f̂ ~meven,neven,2!,

;m,nP@1...N#, ~13!

where the subscripts odd and even correspond to odd-
even-valued indices in the Bayer color array pixel locatio
for the rows and columns~m andn, respectively!.

f̂ ~modd,neven,2!5g~modd,neven!,

f̂ ~meven,nodd,2!5g~meven,nodd!,
~14!

f̂ ~modd,nodd,2!5 (
k52L

L

(
l 52L

L

g~modd2k,nodd2 l !

3b8~modd,nodd,k,l !,

f̂ ~meven,neven,2!5 (
k52L

L

(
l 52L

L

g~meven2k,neven2 l !

3b8~meven,neven,k,l !,

where b8(.) is the normalized version ofb(.) and L is
chosen to be a fixed integer value~note that the kernel is
square!. Equation~14! states that at the locations where w
have green measurements, we do not perform any inte
lation, and at the other locations, we perform bilateral
tering to estimate the samples. A similar set of equati
can be written for the blue and red channels.

A well-known image formation model in demosaickin
is to assume that the RGB color planes are perfectly co
lated over the extent of the interpolation neighborhood.22,23

In other words, the green pixel values in the demosaic
image is highly correlated to the red/blue pixel values in
mosaicked image. This is given by

f̂ ~modd,nodd,2!5g~modd,nodd!1krg ,

f̂ ~meven,neven,2!5g~meven,neven!1kbg , ~15!
d

-

-

where f̂ (modd,nodd,2) denotes a green sample at locati
(modd,nodd), where a red sample was measure
f̂ (meven,neven,2) denotes a green sample at locati
(meven,neven), where a blue sample was measured; andkrg

and kbg are scalars. The estimate obtained from this
sumption will clearly be inaccurate, but gives us a meas
of the orientation of the edge~in other words, the variation
of the pixel similarities over the neighborhood!.

Let us define the four-neighbors and corner neighbors
a pixel. A pixel is a four-neighbor of a given pixel if the
share a face, while a corner neighbor is one that shares
one vertex. This is shown in Fig. 7. Consider the ca
where we need to estimate the value of the green cha
while at a red center. Referring to Fig. 1, the green samp
are four-neighbors to the red sample. We use the mas
Fig. 7~a!, along with the bilateral filter kernel, for this pur
pose. Similarly, to estimate the blue value at a red pixel,
use the mask in Fig. 7~b!.

As an example, assume that we have a bilateral fi
kernel @shown in Fig. 8~a!# at a red pixel. To obtain the
demosaicking kernel for estimating the green channel,
use the bilateral filter kernel along with the mask in F
8~b!, to obtain the kernel shown in Fig. 8~c!. This kernel is
used in Eq.~14! to obtain the green estimate. Now, to es
mate the blue sample at the same location, we use the m
as shown in Fig. 8~d!, along with the bilateral filter kerne
shown in Fig. 8~a! to obtain the kernel shown in Fig. 8~e!.
This kernel is now used to estimate the blue sample at a
location. The case for estimating the red and green pix
while at a blue pixel may be constructed in a similar ma
ner.

At a green center, the case is much more simple, a
only requires two samples to be used in the mask. The
cases arising when the green pixel is on odd and even r
is illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. The kernel
be used for estimating a red pixel when the measu
sample is green~on an odd row index! is shown in Fig.
9~c!, and that for a blue pixel is shown in Fig. 9~e!.

Fig. 7 Two types of neighbors (marked by a white pixel) for pixel
marked with X: (a) four-neighbors and (b) corner neighbors.
Fig. 8 Bilateral filtering kernels used for demosaicking at red center (similar for blue center): (a) kernel
obtained using linearly interpolated green channel, (b) mask for green, (c) resulting kernel for green,
(d) mask for blue, and (e) resulting kernel for blue.
Journal of Electronic Imaging / October 2003 / Vol. 12(4) / 639
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640 / Journal of Ele
Fig. 9 Bilateral filtering kernels used for demosaicking at green center on odd rows: (a) kernel ob-
tained using linearly interpolated green channel, (b) mask for red, (c) resulting kernel for red, (d) mask
for blue, and (e) resulting kernel for blue.
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Similarly, the kernel to be used to estimating a red pi
when the measured sample is green~on an even row index!
is shown in Fig. 10~c!, and that for a blue pixel is shown i
Fig. 10~e!. Using the resulting kernels, we may now pe
form bilateral filtering to estimate the missing values, p
viding a means to perform demosaicking that is sensitive
edges.

7.1 Generating Bilateral Filter Kernels

Earlier, we described how to modify the bilateral filter ke
nel for demosaicking. We have used three means to ge
ate the bilateral filter kernel.

• Bilateral1 : Linear interpolate the green channel a
use the squared difference between the linearly in
polated and the measured values@essentially providing
us a measure of the deviation from the model in E
~15!# to generate the bilateral filter kernel.

• Bilateral2 : Linearly interpolate the green channel
arrive at an estimate and use the squared differen
between neighbors using Eq.~11! to generate the bi-
lateral filter kernel.

• Bilateral3 : Linearly interpolate all the channels an
use the squared differences between the neighbors
ing Eq. ~12! to generate the bilateral filter kernel.

8 Experimental Results

The previously mentioned techniques have been applie
one synthetic and two real-world images, shown in Fig.
The images are blurred with a low-pass Gaussian filter w
spread~variance! of 0.2 and a kernel size of 333. Additive
Gaussian noise with an SNR of 30 dB is added in an
tempt to simulate the model described in Eq.~1!. The result
of various demosaicking algorithms on the synthetic a
test images is shown in Figs. 12 and 13.

The results of the synthetic image~see Fig. 12! clearly
demonstrate an improvement in the performance of de
ctronic Imaging / October 2003 / Vol. 12(4)
r-

-

s

s-

n
.

-

-

saicking when compared to bilinear, Cok’s, and Freema
algorithms. The choice ofss will change the performance
of the algorithm, however, its value does not need to
changed for different images. To address this,ss is kept
constant for the three images. This gives us the ability
perform an unbiased comparison. Notice that performa
of all algorithms is poor at high spatial frequencies, es
cially when the frequency is higher than the size of t
demosaicking kernel. Also observe that Cok’s and Fr
man’s algorithms do not perform any kind of noise r
moval.

In the Crayon image~see Fig. 13!, Cok’s algorithm se-
verely enhances the noise in the image, while Freema
algorithm introduces strong zipper artifacts~although it
does produce sharp edges!. The proposed method~and its
variants! reconstructs the pink crayon reasonably well. T
yellow crayon, however, shows zipper artifacts for all t
algorithms~except Freeman’s algorithm!, especially in the
region around the line art of a face on the crayon. This
attributed to a combination of the artifacts introduced
sampling using a Bayer CFA~edges occurring only ove
one pixel, sampling below the Nyquist rate! and the degree
of blur ~or antialiasing! in the original image.

In the Hibiscus image~see Fig. 14!, the edges show
considerable zipper artifacts in the bilinear interpolatio
Cok’s algorithm fails in regions that have low green inte
sities ~regions that are saturated with red! because of the
color ratios required by the algorithm that become lar
when green intensities are low. Freeman’s algorithm a
produces a few zipper artifacts. Bilateral1 has reduced noise
but the edges have considerable amount of zipper artifa
Bilateral2 has the best performance when compared w
the other algorithms.

9 Performance Measures

A frequently used measure of performance is the squa
error measure. Although this does not provide us much
Fig. 10 Bilateral filtering kernels used for demosaicking at green center on even rows: (a) kernel
obtained using linearly interpolated green channel, (b) mask for red, (c) resulting kernel for red, (d)
mask for blue, and (e) resulting kernel for blue.



Adaptive demosaicking
Table 1 Error measures for different demosaicking algorithms.

Algorithm used

Test image1 Crayon image Hibiscus image

MSE (31023) DEab* DE1 MSE DEab* DE1 MSE DEab* DE1

Bilinear 137.8163 45.3278 28.7323 166.5634 27.6584 4.3878 262.2415 73.5687 4.5753

Cok 79.0262 33.7602 24.9654 110.7913 26.0156 3.9430 209.0626 66.3748 4.0611

Freeman 55.7876 30.9281 21.1265 117.2613 28.1720 3.4726 201.0862 64.6743 3.9670

Bilateral1 , ss50.5 39.0835 21.4198 14.6642 113.7406 26.5352 3.8060 196.2201 60.2472 3.8019

Bilateral2 , ss50.5 42.5876 21.0038 14.7559 106.2465 23.0984 3.5745 141.8772 58.0797 3.4921

Bilateral3 , ss520 41.9561 20.7784 15.9596 116.9842 29.1154 3.6201 200.1129 62.1183 3.8712
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formation about the observed difference between image
has a strong mathematical basis. Another measure is
error in the CIELAB space averaged over all the pixels
the image. Recently, the authors proposed an image c
parison measure geared specifically toward images
tained from demosaicking algorithms.7 The error measure
is sensitive to spatial changes in hue, saturation,
chroma. From the results presented in Ref. 7,DE1 using
the DE00

24 measure provides the best correlations with h
man observer results. It is given as:

DE1
25~11a!DL21~11b!DC21~11g!DH2, ~16!

wherea, b, andg are weights based on the presence of
edge~an edge indicator of 0 or 1! in the luminance~L!,
chroma ~C!, and hue~H! channels of the image, respe
tively. In other words, the pixel values are transformed in
the LCH domain and edge indicators calculated~may be
performed earlier while determining the bilateral filter ke
nel!. This measure should give us an idea of how wel
given algorithm performs. These measures on the ima
resulting from each of the earlier mentioned algorithms
given in Table 1. Notice that three error measures are
always consistent in their grading from best to worst alg
rithms. However, given thatDEab* andDE1 are both tested
by observers, the latter being relatively more accurate t
the former, this should provide a basis for judging the p
formance of the algorithms. These are tabulated in Tabl
Clearly, we see an improvement over popular techniqu
supporting the claim that an adaptive demosaicking ke
does provide better estimates.

10 Conclusions

Depending on the quality of the reproductions of Figs. 1
14, one may be able to differentiate improvement in perf
mance due to the proposed adaptive demosaicking. H
ever, the measures in Table 1 should give us a better ide
their performance. It is, however, debatable if an obser
would find consistent failure of an algorithm~as is seen
with the bilinear algorithm! less objectionable than inter
mittent errors~as is seen with the proposed technique a
some popular techniques!.

An adaptive demosaicking technique is proposed
implemented. The algorithm presented here provides
with a means of choosing the interpolation kernel used
demosaicking. There are a lot of similarities between
human visual system and framework of bilateral filterin
it
e

-
-

d

s

t

n

.
,
l

-
of
r

s

Bilateral filtering provides us with a means to adaptive
weight a pixel based on its location in an image. Althou
it is still unclear as to how the human visual system p
forms demosaicking, this work attempts at mimicking su
processes. The extent to which we succeed is seen in
smaller error measures.

We need to bear in mind that the computational cost
this algorithm is high because of the need to generate
similarity kernel for every pixel at run-time. To this end, w
suggest the use of look-up tables~LUTs! to speed-up the
construction of the similarity kernel. This should bring
considerable increase in the computations and is propo
as further research.
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